
School name:    ENGLISH PLANNING YEAR B 

Teacher:  Class:  Year:   Term: Autumn 1   Week Commencing: Week 3 

 

Day SPAG/ 
Phonics 
Learning 
Objective 

SPAG/Phonics 
Activity 

Main Learning 
Objectives and 
Success Criteria 

(must/should/could) 

Main Teaching/ Development of 
knowledge including modelled and shared 

reading/writing 

Activity and 
Differentiation 

Plenary Assessment 

Mon See separate 
plans 

See separate 
plans 

L.O. To know how to 
use persuasive 
writing techniques.  
 
Success Criteria: 
 

1. I must what 
persuasive 
language is. 

 
2. I should know 

how to use 
persuasive 
language. 

 
3. I could decide 

which words are 
the most 

ambitious and  
effective to 
persuade. 

 

What does it mean to persuade someone? 
What does persuade mean?  
Ask class to remember times when they 
have used persuasion or seen it in everyday 
life. 
Come up with a class definition for the word 
persuade and ask the chn to write this in 
their books.  
 
Read a piece of persuasive text with the 
class.  
Read mobile phones text with class and go 
through and annotate it together– listing all 
persuasive/rhetorical devices using 
explanation grid. 
Discuss EFFECTS on Reader and ask them to 
make one or two comments – paired work - 
not allowed to say – it makes the reader 
want to read on and then share these with 
the class.  
Come up with something as a Class that we 
could ask the Headteacher for – work 
together to come up with some persuasive 
writing that we could put into it and model 
starting this on the board. Chn to then 
continue in pairs. Using the pneumonic. 

BARE: Children to 
work in a group to 
create a letter to the 
Headteacher in order 
to persuade her to 
do what we 
discussed. 
 
ARE: Chn to work in 
pairs to come up 
with a letter to the 
Headteacher in order 
to persuade her to 
do what we 
discussed. 

AARE: Chn to work in 
pairs to come up 
with a letter to the 
Headteacher in order 
to persuade her to 
do what we 
discussed. 

Share their 
writing with 
the class – 

what is 
similar in 

our writing? 
Is there 

anything 
that you 

really 
liked?? 

Exceeding are: 
 

At are: 
 

Below are: 
 
 
 

SEND 
 

EAL 
 

Notes/ feedback following lesson: 
 
 

SILVER 



 

Day SPAG/ 
Phonics 
Learning 
Objective 

SPAG/Phonics 
Activity 

Main Learning 
Objectives and 
Success Criteria 

(must/should/could) 

Main Teaching/ Development 
of knowledge including 
modelled and shared 

reading/writing 

Activity and 
Differentiation 

Plenary Assessment 

Tues See 
separate 

plans 
 
 
 

(See Separate 
Plans) 

L.O. To know how to 
create a character 
for a story. 
 
Success Criteria: 
 
1. I must be able to 

think of a clear 
idea. 

2. I should know 
how to describe 
my character and 
add detail. 

3. I could decide 
which words are 
the most 
ambitious and 
effective to 
describe. 

 

Read the next page (“Soon, 
everyone knew…” to “…beside 
the washbasin in your 
bathroom,’ Egg Box Dragon 
said.”).  
Discuss what more we learn 
about Egg Box Dragon on 
these pages. How do we think 
the community views Egg Box 
Dragon? How might they 
describe him? Refer back to 
the previous session’s 
improvised conversations and 
gossip. Do those conversations 
still reflect how the 
community might feel about 
him?  
 
These details can be added to 
the external part of the Role 
on the Wall posters for Egg 
Box Dragon: how others view 
him on the outside of the 
outline; how he views himself 
on the inside. Ask children to 
create a character for 
themselves; a member of the 
village community who has 
heard about Egg Box Dragon 
(it might be the same 
character they used in the 
previous session’s role play 
activity). They can decide how 

Independent 
work: 
 
BARE: Children to 
draw a picture of 
their new 
character and 
label it detailed 
what they have 
lost, what their 
name is and what 
their job is. Adult 
support. 
 
ARE: Children to 
draw a picture of 
their new 
character and 
label it detailed 
what they have 
lost, what their 
name is and what 
their job is. 
Children to write a 
short character 
description. 
 
AARE: Children to 
draw a picture of 
their new 
character and 
label it detailed 
what they have 

Ask the chn to 
share their 
creations with 
their friends. 
How are our 
characters 
similar/different?  
Have they lost 
the same things? 

Exceeding are: 
 

At are: 
 

Below are: 
 
 
 

SEND 
 

EAL 
 



old they are, what they like to do (for fun 
or for a living – depending on the age 
they’ve chosen for their character), and 
they can create a character name for 
themselves. Encourage children to work 
on this in pairs, trying out different ideas 
with each other.  
 
Once they have decided who they are 
within this community, ask them to think 
of something important that they might 
have lost – it might be related to their job 
or their interests or it could be something 
more generic like a door key or an 
umbrella.  
 
Model this process yourself, jotting down 
any ideas you might have while working 
towards your chosen character and 
situation.  

lost, what their 
name is and what 
their job is. Children 
to write a short 
character description 
using adjectives to 
describe. 

Notes/ feedback following lesson: 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Day SPAG/ 
Phonics 
Learning 
Objective 

SPAG/Phonics 
Activity 

Main Learning Objectives 
and Success Criteria 
(must/should/could) 

Main Teaching/ Development of 
knowledge including modelled and 

shared reading/writing 

Activity and 
Differentiation 

Plenary Assessment 

Wed See  (See Separate L.O. To use writing to Ask children to work with a partner to Independent work: Chn to share their Exceeding 



separate 
plans 

 
 

Plans) persuade. 
 

Success Criteria: 
1. I must know how 

to role play. 
2. I should know how 

to work together 
to create a scene. 

3. I could create 
dialogue between 
the characters. 
 

briefly role-play a conversation in which 
they explain what they have lost, why it is 
important to them and why they must 
find it. Encourage the partner who is 
listening to respond to the person who is 
explaining what they have lost by asking 
them questions and making affirmational 
responses or empathising with them. It 
would be helpful for some children if you 
modelled this type of conversation with 
another adult to demonstrate the 
language and response that might be 
used.  
 
Explain to the class that because of Egg 
Box Dragon’s increasing popularity and 
renown in the community, he is 
increasingly busy finding things for 
people. We all need to ask him for help.  
Before we write him a letter straight 
away, we must be sure of what we need 
to ask him and we must make sure we 
are using persuasive language. Model 
thinking of three reasons why Egg Box 
Dragon should help you and write this 
down on the board. 
 
The children will then need to come up 
with three really amazing reasons for Egg 
Box Dragon to help them. 
  

Children will go on 
to write a few 
sentences in their 
books asking for 
help. What 
language can they 
use to make it the 
most convincing? 
What words should 
they use to make it 
Egg Box Dragon 
want to help them. 
 
BARE: Children to 
work in a group to 
come up with 
reasons with adult 
support. 
 
ARE: Children to 
come up with a list 
of reasons in their 
books. 
 
AARE: Children to 
come up with a list 
of reasons in their 
books. 
 
 
 

sentences, how have 
they made it 
convincing. Does it 
make you want to 
help them? What 
particular words 
have they used? 
 

are: 
 

At are: 
 

Below are: 
 
 
 

SEND 
 

EAL 
 

Notes/ feedback following lesson: 
 
 

Day SPAG/ 
Phonics 

SPAG/Pho
nics 

Main Learning 
Objectives and 

Main Teaching/ Development of knowledge 
including modelled and shared reading/writing 

Activity and 
Differentiation 

Plenary Assessment 



Learning 
Objective 

Activity Success Criteria 
(must/should/could) 

Thurs See 
separate 

plans 

(See 
Separate 
Plans) 

L.O. To use writing 
to persuade. 
 
Success Criteria: 
 
1. I must know how 

to structure a 
letter. 

2. I should know how 
to use persuasive 
vocabulary. 

3. I could think of 
words that are 
more ambitious to 
fully persuade the 
reader to my point 
of view. 

 

Use shared writing to work with the class to write a 
letter to Egg Box Dragon in role as your chosen 
character. Keep reading aloud your writing, asking 
for feedback and response from the class. Focus 
primarily on the purpose of the letter – will Egg Box 
Dragon understand what you need, and will the 
letter provide enough motivation for him to want to 
help you? What might you need to offer in terms of 
payment or reward? Is that something that we think 
Egg Box Dragon is interested in? You might also 
consider how your chosen character affects your 
choices in terms of vocabulary and tone.  
Make sure the chn are structuring the letter 
correctly. 
 
Provide each child with some note paper or letter 
paper and ask them to write to Egg Box Dragon as 
their chosen character explaining who they are, 
what they have lost and asking for his help. How will 
they persuade him to help them? Encourage them to 
use ideas from their role-played conversations to 
support their writing. If they get stuck, they can 
always return to their notes from the previous 
lesson.  
 
After the children have finished writing their letters, 
either have them fold them in half or place them in 
envelopes and address them to Egg Box Dragon. If 
you have a class post-box, children might address 
and post their letters. (Photo copy letters for their 
English Books.)  

Children to use 
their notes from 
the previous 
lesson to write 
their letters. 
 
BARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using sound mats 
and cloze 
procedure.  
 
ARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using the 
template 
provided.  
 
AARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using the 
template 
provided. 
Encouraged to 
use 
subordinations to 
extend their 
sentences. 
 

Children to 
check their 
writing for 
spelling/gra
mmar/punc
tuation and 
make sure 
that it is 
ready to 
send. 

Exceeding are: 
 

At are: 
 

Below are: 
 
 
 

SEND 
 

EAL 
 

Notes/ feedback following lesson: 
 
 

Day SPAG/ 
Phonics 

SPAG/Phonics 
Activity 

Main Learning 
Objectives and 

Main Teaching/ Development of 
knowledge including modelled and 

Activity and 
Differentiation 

Plenary Assessment 



Learning 
Objective 

Success Criteria 
(must/should/could) 

shared reading/writing 

Fri See separate 
plans 

 (See Separate 
Plans) 

L.O. To respond to 
what I have read. 
 
Success Criteria: 
 
1. I must be able to 

reply 
appropriately to 
what I have read. 

2. I must write in 
the correct tense. 

3. I should be able 
to write in 
character. 

4. I could ask 
questions in 
order to gain 
more detail.  

 

Recap yesterdays teaching – what did we 
do? What language did we use? Choose 
one of the chns letters and read it to the 
class, is it persuasive? What words in the 
letter make you want to help them? 
 
Once they have been ‘posted’, hand the 
letters back out to the class so that each 
child receives somebody else’s writing. 
Ask them to open the envelope and read 
the letter as if they were Egg Box Dragon. 
Ask them to think about what the person 
writing to them wants and then to write 
a brief response explaining where they 
can find their lost items.  
 
Model answering the letter on the board 
in the correct format. 
 
Children to read someone elses writing 
(Adults to support when needed) 
 
Children are to write a letter in response 
to the letter they have read in character 
as Egg Box Dragon. 
 
 
 

BARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using sound mats 
and cloze procedure.  
 
ARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using the template 
provided.  
 
AARE: Children to 
write their letters 
using the template 
provided. 
Encouraged to use 
subordinations to 
extend their 
sentences. 
 

Chn to share 
their 
responses/replies 
with a partner.  
 

Exceeding are: 
 

At are: 
 

Below are: 
 
 
 

SEND 
 

EAL 
 

Notes/ feedback following lesson: 
 
 
 


